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Proto-neutron stars forming a few seconds after core-collapse supernovae are hot and dense envi-
ronments where hyperons can be efficiently produced by weak processes. By making use of various
state-of-the-art supernova simulations combined with the proper extensions of the equations of state
including Λ hyperons, we calculate the cooling of the star induced by the emission of dark bosons
X0 through the decay Λ→ nX0. Comparing this novel energy-loss process to the neutrino cooling
of SN 1987A allows us to set stringent constraints on massless dark photons and axions with flavor-
violating couplings to quarks. We find that this new supernova bound can be orders of magnitude
stronger than other limits in dark-sector models.

Introduction: Clarifying the fundamental nature of
dark matter remains one of the major challenges of mod-
ern physics [1]. An attractive possibility is to postulate
the existence of a dark sector, neutral under the Stan-
dard Model (SM) gauge group and interacting with or-
dinary matter through new mediators or portals. Dark
photons (or light Z ′-bosons) induced by hidden gauge
groups [2, 3], or axions and axion-like-particles (ALPs)
arising from a spontaneously broken global symmetry
[4–11] are prime examples of bosonic portals (see [12]
for a review). Indeed, dark-sector scenarios have at-
tracted much attention over the past years, leading to
an extensive experimental program to search for feebly-
interacting particles [13–16].

If the dark photon is strictly massless, then it can in-
teract with the SM fields only through higher-dimension
operators whose structure ultimately depend on the ul-
traviolet (UV) completion of the model [17]. It can cou-
ple to fermions of all generations and, in general, medi-
ates flavor-changing processes [17–23] (see [3] for a re-
view). Also axions and ALPs can display a rich flavor
structure depending, again, on the UV dynamics of the
model [24–30]. Hence, rare meson and lepton decays or
meson-mixing can pose serious constraints in these mod-
els [3, 26, 29, 30]. On the other hand, energy-loss ar-
guments applied to stellar evolution lead to some of the
strongest indirect bounds on dark sectors [31–35]. They
typically constrain the emission of particles that couple
to photons, electrons or nucleons, and with masses below
the temperature of the stellar plasma [35, 36]. A partic-
ularly interesting system is the proto-neutron star (PNS)
forming during core-collapse supernovae (SN) [37], which
reaches temperatures and densities that enable the pro-
duction of muons [38] or Λ hyperons [39]. This opens up

the possibility to probe the couplings of the dark sector
to heavier flavors of the SM [29, 40, 41].

The observation of SN 1987A (and possibly of NS
1987A [42, 43]) has helped to confirm the standard pic-
ture of core-collapse SN [44–46] (see however Ref. [47]
for a critical view). An experimental limit on dark lu-
minosity stems from the observation of a neutrino pulse,
sustained over ∼ 10 s [48, 49], in coincidence with SN
1987A [50–52]. Exotic cooling would shorten the neu-
trino signal, leading to the classical bound [35],

Ld . 3× 1052 erg s−1, (1)

at ∼ 1 s after bounce (see also [53–63]).
In the present letter we discuss the possibility that also

hyperons can contribute to the dark luminosity through
the decay process Λ→ nX0 if the dark particles, X0, in-
teract with strange quarks. This idea was first explored
in [29] for the case that X0 is a flavor-violating QCD ax-
ion. Here we investigate this novel SN cooling mechanism
by implementing state-of-the-art simulations combined
with proper extensions of the nuclear equations of state
(EoS) to include Λ’s. For definiteness (and simplicity)
this is applied to the case in which X0 is a massless dark
photon or an axion. As we will discuss below, the new
SN bound on these models can be orders of magnitude
stronger than those obtained from other sources.

Emission rates: The width of the decay Λ → nX0

for massless X0, in vacuum and the Λ’s rest frame reads

Γ ≡ Γ(Λ→ nX0) =
ω̄3

2π
CX , (2)

where ω̄ = (m2
Λ − m2

n)/2mΛ is the X0 energy in this
frame, mB (B = n, Λ) are the baryon masses and CX is
a constant with dimensions of E−2 that is related to the
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energy scale and couplings of the model. The spectrum
of the emission rate per unit volume that is induced by
this process in the medium is given by

dNem

dω
=
m2

ΛΓ

2π2ω̄

∫ ∞
E0

dE fΛ(1− fn), (3)

where ω (E) is the energy of the X0 (Λ) in the PNS’s rest
frame. The number densities of the baryons follow the
relativistic Fermi distributions, fB, at a given temper-
ature, T , and chemical potential, µ, established by “β-
equilibrium”, pe− ↔ Bνe. In Eq. (3) we have neglected a
Bose-stimulation factor (1+fX) where fX is now a Bose-
Einstein distribution. Finally, E0 = mΛ(ω2 + ω̄2)/(2ωω̄)
is the minimal energy of the Λ required to produce an
X0 with energy ω. By multiplying Eq. (3) by ω one de-
rives the spectrum of the energy-loss rate dQ/dω, which
integrated over ω gives the total rate of energy radiated
by the star per unit volume of the stellar plasma.

An approximate (and more intuitive) formula can be
obtained by neglecting the Pauli-blocking for neutrons
and taking the limit where E, ω, mΛ −mn are all much
smaller than mn in Eq. (3) [29],

Q ' nΛ(mΛ −mn)Γ, (4)

where nΛ is the number density of Λ in the medium. If
we further neglect interactions of the baryons with the
medium, so that Λ’s are only produced via thermal fluc-
tuations at given chemical potential, then

nΛ ' nn exp

(
−mΛ −mn

T

)
. (5)

There are other mechanisms that produce X0 from
the Λn-coupling, such as the bremsstrahlung process
Λn → nnX0. As we will see below, production by
Λ→ nX0 decays always leads to stronger bounds on the
X0 couplings than the corresponding process in nucleons,
like nn→ nnX0. Since replacing an initial neutron by a
hyperon in this process will only lead to further suppres-
sion, the additional contribution to the dark luminosity
from Λ-bremsstrahlung can be neglected.

Reabsorption and trapping: The emitted X0 can
get reabsorbed by the stellar medium if their mean-free
path is shorter than the size of the PNS [53, 54, 57, 64–
66]. The main absorption mechanism is the inverse of
production, X0n → Λ, and the absorption rate per unit
volume dNab/dω can be calculated similarly to the emis-
sion rate. Assuming time-reversal implies that the matrix
elements of both processes are equal while thermal equi-
librium implies that (1 + fX)fΛ(1− fn) = fX(1− fΛ)fn.
Thus,

dNab

dω
=
dNem

dω
, (6)

which is just the detailed balance between emission and
absorption [64–66]. From Eq. (6) it is straightforward to

calculate the energy-dependent mean-free path λω as

λ−1
ω =

1
dnX

dω

dNab

dω
=
m2

ΛΓ

ω̄ω2

∫ ∞
E0

dE(1− fΛ)fn, (7)

where nX is the number density of X0 in the medium.
The flux of X0 with energy ω that propagate outwards
in the PNS from a point at radius r will experience an
exponential damping from absorption described by the
optical depth,

τ(ω, r) =

∫ ∞
r

λω(r′)−1dr′, (8)

where the mean-free path depends on the thermodynam-
ical quantities at r′. The total dark luminosity of the
PNS can be then written as,

Ld =

∫
d3~r

∫ ∞
0

dω
dQ(r)

dω
e−τ(ω,r), (9)

where the energy-loss rate also depends on the radius.
This equation describes the attenuation of the flux by

re-absorption but it does not account completely for the
luminosity in the strong X0-coupling limit, where the
mean free path becomes much shorter than the radius
of the PNS and the X0 undergoes multiple absorptions
and emissions before leaving the star. In this trapping
regime, emission of X0 is better described by black-body
radiation from a surface where the optical depth is, av-
eraged over ω, equal to 2/3 [64, 65]. In our case there is
a maximum radius of emission, Rd, at density and tem-
perature (Td) such that Λ’s are not longer produced in
the medium. This sets a minimal emission loss-rate in
the trapping regime determined by

Lt
d =

π3

30
gsR

2
dT

4
d , (10)

where gs the spin-degeneracy factor of the X0.
Supernova simulations and EoS: A robust com-

putation of the dark luminosity with the equations above
requires knowing the radial profiles of the relevant ther-
modynamical quantities at a given time of the SN ex-
plosion. We use recent simulations including muons that
were developed specifically to constrain the axion-muon
coupling using the neutrino data from SN 1987A [40].
Two EoS are employed for nuclear matter, SFHo [67]
and LS220 [68], and the simulations are performed for
different masses of the progenitor star spanning the
range allowed by observations [69]. These are labelled
by SFHo-18.8, SFHo-18.6 and SFHo-20.0, or by LS220-
20.0, depending on the EoS and mass (in solar masses)
used. The simulations are spherically symmetric (one-
dimensional) and explosions are, therefore, artificially
triggered [40, 46, 70–72]. The data consist of radial pro-
files of different thermodynamical variables such as den-
sity, temperature and the particle abundancies at various
post-bounce times [73].
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FIG. 1. Radial profiles of the Λ abundancy YΛ = nΛ/nB , with
nB the baryon number density, for the simulations of [40] at
∼ 1 s after bounce and using the appropriate extensions of
the nuclear LS220 (red dashed) and SFHo EoS with hyper-
ons [78]. The upper and lower limits of the gray band around
the SFHoY-18.6 curve (solid black) correspond to the SFHo
simulations with 20M� and 18.8M�, respectively. We also
include the results for SFHo-18.6 assuming a purely thermal
distribution (blue dotted), see Eq. (5).

Hyperons are not included as particle ingredients in
the simulations. However, they can be added indi-
rectly through the nuclear EoS because the SFH and
LS models have been extended with Λ’s as explicit de-
grees of freedom; these EoS are called SFHoY [74] and
LS220Λ [75, 76], respectively. EoSs with and without hy-
perons lead to almost identical predictions of the system’s
thermodynamical properties except for densities larger
than nuclear saturation density [39]. In the case of LS,
differences start occurring at twice nuclear-density [77]
while for SFHo they provide very similar properties even
at very high densities [74]. Thus, we assume that the
structure of the PNS in the simulations is not affected by
the inclusion of hyperons. We use density, temperature
and proton fraction as inputs to obtain the radial pro-
files of the relevant thermodynamical quantities, which
are derived from interpolation tables generated by the
CompOSE database [78].

In Fig. 1 we show the radial profiles of the Λ abun-
dancy, YΛ, predicted by these EoS for the simulations of
[40] at ∼ 1 s post-bounce. A large abundancy of Λ, of
the order of 10% is obtained at the core of the PNS for
LS220Λ. In case of SFHoY, Λ abundancies are always
modest, of less than a few percent, with a maximum at
r ' 7−8 km where the PNS reaches the highest temper-
atures and Λ-production is dominated by thermal effects.

Finally, it is important to point out that only SFHoY
is consistent with all known nuclear and astrophysical
constraints [39]. The LS220Λ EoS, on the other hand, is
unable to produce neutron stars with 2M� masses, being
in conflict with observations [79–81]. Therefore, in our
analysis, we use the results from the SFHo simulations
as our baseline and include LS220 to test the robustness

SFHo-18.6 SFHo-18.8 SFHo-20.0 LS220-20.0

Thermal 27 60 7 6
EoS-App. 20 46 6 2

EoS 36 92 10 4
EoS* 20 53 5 4

Lt
d [erg s−1] 1.1× 1055 6.5× 1054 1.7× 1055 1.7× 1054

TABLE I. Upper limits on BR(Λ→ nX0), in units of 10−10,
for different SN simulations and approaches in the calculation
of the dark emissivity (see main text). The value in boldface
corresponds to our baseline result. In the last row we show
the minimal emissivity achieved in the trapping regime (for
gs = 1).

of the results with respect to the choice of EoS.

Medium effects: SFHoY implements a relativistic
microscopic model with baryon-baryon interactions me-
diated by meson fields that are described in a mean-field
approximation. For a baryon B with three-momentum
~p, the medium corrections lead to effective masses, m∗B,

and energies, E∗B =
√
~p 2 +m∗2B + VB , where VB is the

time-like component of the vector self-energy [82]. In
the case of LS, the baryon-baryon interactions are mod-
elled using non-relativistic effective interactions. The in-
medium masses are not modified while the energies re-
ceive a contribution similar to VB but adopting the form
of a non-relativistic potential [68, 75].

These medium modifications have to be taken into ac-
count in the distributions fB in order to obtain the right
baryon abundancies [78], and in the calculation of the
emission and absorption rates. These simplify consider-
ably if we neglect Vn − VΛ, which is ∼ 10 MeV for all
relevant conditions. In the Appendix we present the cor-
responding formulas for dQ/dω and λ−1

ω .

Results: Combining all the previous ingredients we
compute the dark luminosity of SN 1987A as a function
of Γ(Λ → nX0). Comparing this to the bound in lumi-
nosity shown in Eq. (1) allows us to set an upper limit on
the branching fraction of the decay Λ→ nX0. In Tab. I
we collect our results for the various SN simulations (eval-
uated at 1 s after bounce) and different approaches to cal-
culate the rates. “Thermal” and “EoS-App.” employ the
approximate Eq. (4) in combination with either Eq. (5)
or the corresponding hyperonic EoS for nΛ, respectively.
“EoS” is obtained from exactly solving Eq. (3) and in-
cluding medium effects (m∗B and VB) in the calculation
of the fB. In “EoS*” we also include these effects in the
calculation of the rates.

We find that the bounds are quite robust with respect
to the approach used for the calculation of the luminosi-
ties. The largest difference we find is by a factor ∼ 2
within any given simulation. On the other hand, they
are very sensitive to the mass of the progenitor star, with
differences that can be larger than by an order of magni-
tude. The simulations collapsing 20M� provide markedly
stronger limits as they are the ones where the PNS reach
the highest temperatures and densities [40]. Although
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FIG. 2. Dark luminosity with EoS* for the various simulations
at ∼ 1 s post-bounce as a function of the branching-fraction
of the decay Λ→ nX0. Gray region is excluded by Eq. (1).

LS220Λ predicts a larger number of Λ’s it eventually leads
to only slightly stronger limits compared to SFHoY-20.0.

In the last row of Tab. I we also show the minimal lu-
minosities obtained in the trapping regime, see Eq. (10),
which are all much larger than the upper limit in Eq. (1).
This is due to the fact that the last surface of the PNS
where Λ’s can be produced in equilibrium corresponds
to a very hot region. Therefore, only the free-streaming
regime is relevant for the SN bound on Λ→ nX0.

In Fig. 2 we show the dependence of the luminosity on
the branching fraction for the different simulations and
including medium corrections to the rates. The flatten-
ing of the curves at large coupling (or branching ratio)
reflects the behavior in the trapping regime discussed pre-
viously. Given all the above, the SN 1987A bound is,

BR(Λ→ nX0) . 5.0× 10−9, (11)

obtained by combining the most refined calculation
(EoS*) with the simulation giving the most conservative
bound (SFHo-18.80) [40].

Dark photons: In order to apply our result to the
massless dark photon case we consider the dimension-five
operator

Lγ′ =
1

ΛUV
ψ̄iσ

µν
(
Cij + iCij5 γ5

)
ψjF

′
µν , (12)

where F ′µν is the field strength associated to the dark

photon, ψi are the SM fermions and Cij(5) are the cou-

plings of the interaction, suppressed by the energy scale
ΛUV, that depends on the underlying UV completion [3].
This operator allows for flavor off-diagonal couplings and
would contribute to the dark width in Eq. (2) with
Cγ′ = 8g2

T /Λ
2
UV(|Cds|2 + |Cds5 |2), where gT is the Λ→ n

tensor charge. We use the value gT = −0.73 which is ob-
tained by using SU(3)-flavor symmetry with the tensor
charges of the nucleon calculated in the lattice [83, 84]
(see Appendix for details).
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FIG. 3. Model independent excluded region of the couplings
of the dipole operator Eq. (12) from various sources. In blue,
limits to quark flavor diagonal and lepton couplings; in or-
ange, limits to ds coupling that can be directly compared to
the one derived in this work, in dark red. In faint orange the
prospected limit from BESIII.

Taking the upper limit on BR(Λ→ nX0) by SN given
in Eq. (11) we can set the lower limit,

ΛUV & 1.5× 1010 GeV, (13)

assuming order-one couplings. This can be compared
to the limits on flavor-violating hyperon decays from
laboratory experiments. Using the upper bounds on
the invisible branching fractions given in Table II of
[29] and the tensor form factors in the Appendix, the
decay Ξ− → Σ−γ′ sets the strongest limit, ΛUV &
3.8 × 107 GeV. This could be improved in future exper-
iments like BESIII. Using the prospected sensitivity for
BR(Λ → nγ′) ' BR(Λ → nνν̄) [85], the bound could
be pushed up to 1.9 × 109 GeV. Kaon decays can place
a similar limit using BR(K+ → π+π0X0) [86]; applying
the calculations derived in [23] we get ΛUV & 1.7 × 107

GeV. Probing this beyond the SN limit, for example at
the NA62 experiment [20], would require reaching a sen-
sitivity BR(K+ → π+π0X0) . 1.85× 10−10.

We can generalize the comparison and allow for cou-
plings to other matter fields in the dipole operator. In
section II.A of [3] one can find a compendium of all the
bounds on this operator. In Fig. 3 we show these lim-
its compared to the ones on the ds-couplings. We see
that the SN analysis done in this work sets the strongest
model-independent limit in both flavor diagonal and off-
diagonal couplings to quarks. Note that this SN bound
is also stronger, by an order of magnitude, than from
nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung. Thus, Λ → nγ′ pro-
vides the largest dark luminosity in this model unless a
suppression of the ds-coupling is imposed. Finally, our
bound is comparable to the strongest limit in the lepton
sector, on Cee(5), stemming from star cooling.
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Axions: The couplings of axions to SM fields are

La =
∂µa

2fa
ψ̄iγ

µ
(
cVij + cAijγ5

)
ψj , (14)

where a is the axion field and fa is its decay con-
stant. The axion contribution to Eq. (2) is given by
Ca = (f2

1 |cVds|2 + g2
1 |cAds|2)/(2fa)2, where f1 and g1 are

form factors that are discussed in the Appendix. Using
the values shown there and the SN limit in Eq. (11) we
obtain,

FVsd & 8.7× 109 GeV, FAsd & 6.4× 109 GeV, (15)

for pure vector and axial couplings FV,Asd ≡ 2fa/c
V,A
sd , re-

spectively. A comprehensive discussion of other bounds
in this model can be found in [29]. In particular, this
constraint is also stronger than the SN bounds on the
diagonal couplings to light quarks from nucleon-nucleon
bremsstrahlung, and on the leptonic couplings to µµ [40]
and µe [30]. Finally, as we discuss in detail in the Ap-
pendix, the bounds for the QCD axion are roughly ap-
plicable also to the ALP case unless its mass is very close
to the Λ − n mass difference. It is interesting to note
that the SN bound on ALPs can become comparable to
the stringent bounds from laboratory experiments look-
ing for K+ → π+X0 in the two-pion decay region, where
the sensitivity is strongly reduced due to the SM back-
ground [87].

Conclusions: We have studied in detail a novel SN
bound on dark flavored sectors stemming from the de-
cay of Λ hyperons in the proto-neutron star. We have
used state-of-the-art simulations with the corresponding
hyperonic EoS for our calculations. This leads to the
strongest bounds that have been derived so far on the
couplings of the massless dark photon to quarks. This
analysis also sets strong constraints on flavor-violating
axion models, and could be extended to other flavored
dark portals. Future improvements could come from sim-
ulations including explicitly the hyperons and the back-
reaction effects of the dark cooling in the SN explosion.
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Appendix

Baryon form factors: The baryonic matrix ele-
ments required for the B1 → B2X

0 transition are

〈B2(p′)|d̄σµνs|B1(p)〉 = gT ū2(p′)σµνu1(p),

〈B2(p′)|d̄γµs|B1(p)〉 = ū2(p′)
[
f1(q2) γµ

+
f2(q2)

mB1

σµνq
ν +

f3(q2)

mB1

qµ

]
u1(p),

〈B2(p′)|d̄γµγ5s|B1(p)〉 = ū2(p′)
[
g1(q2)γµ

+
g2(q2)

mB1

σµνq
ν +

g3(q2)

mB1

qµ

]
γ5u1(p), (16)

where q = p−p′. The constant gT is the tensor charge. It
enters in the amplitude of the decays to the massless dark
photon. A matrix element of the tensor operator with a
γ5 is related to gT via the relation 2σµνγ5 = i εµναβσαβ .
The functions fi(q

2) and gi(q
2) are the vector and axial-

vector form factors that enter in the decays to axions
and which depend on q2 = m2

a. Note that only f1(q2),
f3(q2), g1(q2) and g3(q2) contribute after contracting by
iqµ. Furthermore, only the charges f1 ≡ f1(0) and g1 ≡
g1(0) are needed for the massless axion.

In the SU(3)-flavor symmetric limit of QCD there are
only two independent reduced matrix elements for each
current (or Lorentz structure) [84], which can be deter-
mined by using inputs from experiment or lattice QCD.
In case of the vector and axial-vector charges one uses
the baryon’s electromagnetic charges and form factors
measured in semileptonic hyperon decays, respectively
(see [29]). For the tensor charges, one uses lattice QCD
calculations as input [83]. In Tab. II we show the tensor
charges for different baryon transitions triggered by the
couplings Cds(5) in Eq. (12).

Λn Σ+p Σ0n Ξ−Σ− Ξ0Σ0 Ξ0Λ

−0.73 0.20 −0.14 0.99 −0.70 0.24

TABLE II. Baryon tensor charges obtained using SU(3)-flavor
symmetry and lattice QCD results [83].

Finally it is important to stress that these predictions
of the matrix elements are accurate up to SU(3)-breaking
effects [29], which are suppressed by ∼ (mΛ−mn)/mΛ '
0.15.

Supernova bounds for ALPs: The calculation of
the energy-loss rate by ALP emission is analogous to the
one for the axion. The width in Eq. (2), for the decay
Λ→ na in vacuum and Λ’s rest frame, is generalized,

Γa =
p̄ ω̄2

2π
Ca, (17)
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FIG. 4. Dependence on the ALP mass of the lower bounds
of Fa = 2fa/c

V,A
sd for the vector or axial couplings (only one

active at the time). The calculations have been done in the
EoS approach using the SFHo-18.8 simulation.

where p̄ = λ1/2(m2
Λ,m

2
n,m

2
a)/2mΛ is now the modulus

of the 3-momenta in the decay, with λ(x, y, z) the Källén
function. The constant Ca is

Ca =

(
1− x2

a

(2− δ)2

)
|V|2 +

(
1− x2

a

δ2

)
|A|2. (18)

We have defined the dimensionless quantities δ = (mΛ −
mn)/mΛ, xa = ma/mΛ, and the functions

V =
cVds
2fa

(
f1(q2) +

q2

mΛ(mΛ −mn)
f3(q2)

)
,

A =
cAds
2fa

(
g1(q2)− q2

mΛ(mΛ +mn)
g3(q2)

)
, (19)

where we have used the Lagrangian in Eq. (14) and the
form factors in Eq. (16), and where q2 = m2

a.
These equations can be simplified by expanding around

the SU(3)-flavor symmetric limit. We take δ as the ex-
pansion parameter, which controls the phase space of the
decay because q2/m2

Λ = x2
a ≤ δ2. The form factors can

be also expanded in q2/m2
R ∼ δ2, where R is a suitable

hadronic resonance coupling to the sd current [88, 89].
Expanding Eq. (18) one finds the simpler form,

Ca =
1

(2fa)2

(
|cVds|2f2

1 + |cAds|2(1− x2
a

δ2
)g2

1

)
+O(δ2),

(20)

where we have also used the fact that f3(q2) ∼ O(δ) [90].
Note that in this approximation the only information on
the baryonic matrix elements that is needed is the same
as in the case of the massless axion.

We can now turn to the calculation of the volume
energy-loss rate. We find it convenient to express it as

the double integral in the ALP’s and the Λ’s energies,

Q =
m2

ΛΓa
2π2p̄

∫ ∞
mΛ

dE

∫ ω+

ω−

dωωfΛ(1− fn), (21)

where the limits in ω are

ω± =
1

2m2
Λ

(
(m2

Λ +m2
a −m2

n)E ± 2mΛp̄p
)
, (22)

with p =
√
E2 −m2

Λ.
In Fig. 4 we show the dependence of the SN bounds on

the mass of the ALP. The calculations have been done
in the EoS approach and using the simulation SHFo-
18.8. As we can see in the plot, the bounds obtained
in the massless case are a good representative of the
bounds obtained for the ALPs in most part of the al-
lowed mass range. The axial coupling is more sensitive
to the ALP’s mass, see Eq. (20), and the corresponding
constraint decreases by more than an order of magnitude
when ma & 0.15 GeV.

Rates including medium corrections: In the
SFHoY EoS, the difference between the time-like com-
ponents of the vector self-energy for Λ and n are within
∼ 10 MeV for all the conditions considered in this
work [78]. We keep this difference for the calculation
of the particle distributions of the baryons (to obtain the
right baryon abundancies), but we use the approximation
V ≡ Vn ≈ VΛ in the calculation of the rates. The spec-
trum of the volume emission is expressed as an integral
in the Λ’s energy (E),

dQ

dω
=

Γω

8π2ω̄3

(
m∗2Λ −m∗2n + 2V ω

)2
×
∫ ∞
E∗0

dE
(E − V )(E − V − ω)

E(E − ω)
fΛ(1− fn), (23)

where E∗0 = m∗Λ(ω̄∗2 + ω2)/2ω̄∗ω and ω̄∗ = (m∗2Λ −
m∗2n )/2m∗Λ. The corresponding mean free path is,

λ−1
ω =

Γ

4ω̄3ω2

(
m∗2Λ −m∗2n + 2V ω

)2
×
∫ ∞
E∗0

dE
(E − V )(E − V − ω)

E(E − ω)
(1− fΛ)fn. (24)

In case of LS220, the baryon masses do not change and
VB adopts the form of a nonrelativistic potential. The
difference between these potentials for Λ and neutron is
typically of ∼ 10−20 MeV reaching, at most, ∼ 100 MeV
at 3-4 times nuclear saturation density [78]. Thus, for
LS220 we keep this difference for the baryon distributions
and use Eqs. (23) and (24), but replacing m∗B by mB and
interpreting VB as the nonrelativistic potentials.

Finally, we neglect medium corrections to the baryon
form factors. As discussed earlier, they already carry a
significant uncertainty stemming from the SU(3)-flavor
symmetry used to derive them.
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